Neural mechanisms for generation of tactile interference effects on somatosensory evoked magnetic fields in humans.
We examined modification of somatosensory evoked fields following electric middle finger stimulation with interference to the same and surrounding digits in 13 subjects. During electric middle finger stimulation, concurrent tactile stimulation was applied to the middle finger, to the index and ring fingers, and to the thumb and the little finger, individually. The amplitudes of the N20m and the P30m were significantly reduced by the interference to the middle finger, and to the index and ring fingers. The former interference induced more prominent attenuation than the latter. The amplitudes of the P60m did not show significant changes by any kind of the interference. The N20m and the P30m were attenuated according to the cortical distance between electrically and mechanically activated 3b areas. Pyramidal neurons are interconnected by intrinsic horizontal collaterals, even if their representations are segregated. The activation of the intrinsic collaterals induces direct excitation and indirect inhibition (via inhibitory interneurons) to the target pyramidal neurons. The result indicates that the activation of the intrinsic collaterals inhibits, on balance, the postsynaptic pyramidal targets, thereby generating the attenuation of the N20m and P30m.